Slaine: The Horned God Part One (2000 AD Presents)

by Simon Bisley


Slaine: The Horned God: Pat Mills, Simon Bisley. - Amazon.com 23 Nov 2016. So currently I’m featuring Slaine in Britain at the time of the legendary The Horned God story arc, which ran in 2000AD from 1989 to 1990, was a on my part – so no one else could subsequently claim artistic co-creation. Having explored the dark recesses of Slaine’s family. I will present him a new light. 2000 AD Presents: Slaine: The Horned God Vol. 2 by Pat Mills - eBay


Dredd, things are bound to get ugly!  

Slaine: The Horned God Part One: 2000 Ad Presents. Sláine (comics) - Wikipedia — For other characters with the same name, see Sláine. Sláine is a comic hero published for the half of Ireland to Odeacon in return for the gifts of science and civilisation. 

Slaine: The Horned God: Amazon.de: Pat Mills, Simon Bisley 14 Jun 2013. “2000 AD” and writer Pat Mills celebrate 30 years of Slaine, the This is why the first episode, despite its flaws and rawness, was number one. Then “Slaine: Book of Scars” consolidates his past and present  

But then I’d have to add Glenn’s “Slaine the King,” Bisley’s “Horned God” and — where do I stop  

Slaine: The Horned God: Amazon.de: Pat Mills, Simon Bisley 14 Jun 2013. “2000 AD” and writer Pat Mills celebrate 30 years of Slaine, the This is why the first episode, despite its flaws and rawness, was number one. Then “Slaine: Book of Scars” consolidates his past and present  

But then I’d have to add Glenn’s “Slaine the King,” Bisley’s “Horned God” and — where do I stop  


Slaine: The Horned God (Capa, menos masthead) - A arte de Simon Bisley. Find this Originally this was a pencil drawing I did to land a Slaine job, I liked it enough afterwords to add inks and washes. 


2000 AD is Britain’s cult sci-fi comic, and has been at the cutting edge of contemporary pop. 


Book Review: Slaine, The Horned God by Pat Mills, Simon Bisley Pat Mills had been writing Slaine for a while for the English comic 2000AD, and had Part of what attracted me to Slaine in the first was the heavy use of Irish trying to unite the multiple armies of Irish men under the one true goddess. 

Slaine the Horned God - AbeBooks 

Amazon??????Slaine: The Horned God (2000 AD Presents)????????. this very strong binding collects all 3 of the 3 part slaine storyline. other stuff Pat Mills is probably one of the smartest and again most innovative writers in